Announcements 4/21

• reading assignment: Price et al., *Genome-scale models of microbial cells: evaluating the consequences of constraints*

• CIBM seminar today
  – *Visual Insights for Computational Biology*
  – Amitabh Varshney, University of Maryland
  – 4pm, Biotech Center Auditorium

• Statistics seminar tomorrow
  – *Towards Robust Machine Learning Algorithms for Causal Effects that Preserve Meaningful Statistical Inference*
  – Mark van der Laan, UC Berkeley
  – 4pm, 140 Bardeen (NE wing of Medical Sciences Center)
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• final exam will be 2 hours long; you can bring 1 page of notes

• final exam candidate time blocks?
  Wednesday, May 6: 9-2pm
  Wednesday, May 6: 5-7pm
  Thursday, May 7: 9-11am
  Thursday, May 6: 5:30-8pm

• I will post some past exams on the course web site (Announcements etc. page)